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There was no attached copy of an option agreement
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anthonyoconnell
I don't understand why anyone would say that the the previously landowner would have given up anything.
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I never got a permit.

The Resident Engineer, Jerry R. VanLear, did not show up for our scheduled meeting and called me afterward saying that he could not find the location. 

At no time did I get a permit. If anyone says that I got a permit that would not be true.

If anyone says that I got a permit and uses that to justify that I voluntarily gave up my legal right of the  "A road way is to be provided for a foard [ford] crossing at appx sta 1094+50" promise in the 1935 agreement, that would not be true.
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This is highway station 1094+50. The 1935 Agreement says: 
 "A road way is to be provided for a foard [ford] crossing at appx sta 1094+50."

anthonyoconnell
I eventually realized that my getting a permit(s) for a crossing, even though it was the only option allowed,  could be used to take away my legal right to have the Commonwealth provide the crossing.  My getting a permit would be saying I would provide the crossing so I did not get any permits.Sometime around 2000-2005 I made a temporary ford at this location where I owned both sides of the river. No permits were required and I did not ask for any permits.
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	                            Permits
	1991.11.11  anthony o'connell to [joe hassell] water control board
	1991,11.27  anthony o'connell to  Virginia  Marine Resources
	1994.12.15, robert Martinez to anthony o'connell
	1995.01.05  stuart waymack to anthony o'connell
	1995.03.16  anthony o'connell to  jerry vanlear
	1995.03.30  jerry vanlear to anthony o'connell 
	1995.04.07  jerry vanlear to anthony o'connell
	1995.05.17  stuart waymack to anthony o'connell
	1995.06.03  anthony o'connell to stuart waymack
	1995.06.19  stuart waymack to anthony o'connell
	1995.09.05  david gehr to malfourd trumbo 
	1996.09.20  john beall to anthony o'connell
	1996.09.20 john beall to russell potts
	1996.09.20  john beall to kenneth stolle
	1996.09.23  john beall to kay katzen
	Start of john beal's enclosures
	End of john beall's enclosures

	1997.11.03  david gehr to charles colgan
	1998.03.11  john hager to anthony o'connell
	1998.10.05  shirley ybarra to anthony o'connell
	platt
	promise in a box (not recognized)



